Somatosensory attunement to the rigid body laws.
In the most general case, haptic perception of an object's heaviness is most likely the perception of the object's resistance to movement, determined jointly by the object's mass and mass distribution. In two experiments with occluded objects wielded freely in three dimensions, we showed additive effects on perceived heaviness of mass and the inertia tensor. Our manipulations of the inertia tensor were directed specifically at the volume and symmetry of the inertia ellipsoid, quantities that can be understood as important to controlling the level and patterning of muscular forces, respectively. Ellipsoid volume and symmetry were found to have separate effects on perceptual reports of heaviness that were invariant over different tensors. Independent sensitivities to translational inertia and particular characterizations of rotational inertia suggest specialized somatosensory attunement to the rigid body laws.